
No Bullets for Babies 

 



We do not have bullets for babies. We do have baby garments, toys, little caps, useless mini-shoes to be 

showed up, even before they started to walk. We do have medicines, in pediatric dosages. We have 

hundreds, even thousands of books, videos, monographies dealing upon how to do and not to do with 

them. We do have baby foods, baby shops, baby barbers … But we do NOT have any bullet for babies. 

All bullets are too big for babies. Far too big, absolutely. Even a tiny 5.56 is to a baby what a .50 caliber is 

to a man.  Enough to blow up his entire head. Plus babies are fragile, delicate … small. Volume-wise they 

are smaller in a cubic, not a linear factor. And high speed bullets create damages to the human body 

also in parts distant to the impact point. They create a shock wave, traveling fast within our tissues 

made up mainly of incompressible water. Such wave hit the liver, the heart, the brain; it creates havoc in 

the soft babies’ organs.  

“So this is why” – I find myself to think – “Greyface is so sick”.  Greyface is lying on the bed, in front of 

me, with a trespassing wound in the right quadriceps. A 5.56 or a 7.62mm has perforated skin and 

muscles miraculously sparing the main vessels and the bone before exiting on the other side. I pack, 

compress and the bleeding stop. It was not a massive bleeding. Maybe he has lost more blood before 

being rescued. A Normal Saline infusion is flushing his left antecubital vein; 5 mg of ketamine are 

injected to relief pain and sedate. So now Greyface is sleeping, his grey face turned left, his pulse still too 

fast, the pressure too low, and his face is grey because of traumatic shock. Nothing more to do here. 

Yellow code. Go! And Inshallah: he will be ok. 

There is a man pulling my shoulder. He is a small guy with an imposing beard and two desperate eyes. I 

follow him to the bed were his 8-year-somehow son is sitting, crying and bleeding from the right 

shoulder. Which means consciousness A (Alert) plus A (Airways) and B (Breathing) are ok. Stop bleeding: 

compress. Then Tramadol 50 mg i.m. Vein. Normal Saline. Allergy? Nope. Then ceftriaxone 1g e.v. He 

has been exceedingly lucky.   The bullet – it was a 7.62mm, I see a pattern here – went under the skin on 

the right sovrascapular muscle exiting after 10 cm. Scapula intact.  Painful but not dangerous.  There 

should be angels, out here, not sure if Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Zoroastrian, Nestorian or whatsoever, 

to keep protection of these children. Well, of course we don’t see - here - all the other guys: the Black 

Codes, all the ones remaining death or dying on the road. And the bullet was travelling high to low 

obliquely, around 45 degrees: the sniper should be on a roof. He was waiting for the crowd to come out, 

trying to escape the deadly nest of Mosul. He waited until all of them were on the road. Then opened 

fire. A machinegun, I will say: a PKM 7.6x54, that old Russian–Chinese crap. Bastard. But Crying Shoulder 

is Yellow code. He will also be ok. GO! 

Next bed I spot a little girl, maybe two years old. Alone. Where are father and mother? Lying dead in 

that dusty road, maybe. She is bleeding from the left side of the head and looks like sleeping, which in a 

sick baby it is always a very bad sign. It is a glancing wound, left temple, no arterial bleeding, 

consciousness U (Unresponsive, i.e. comatose) A and B ok. Lungs clear. No other evident wounds. Pulse 

134. Oxygen Saturation 98%. It was the same weapon, I will bet. Same bastard. I cautiously explore the 

wound discovering that those little things are not rice grains, but small pieces of bone. Pack. Compress. 

Wrap. Vein. Head elevation.  And it is in that precise moment, while I’m keeping in my hands, bandaging, 

the little head of the baby, that she opens her eyes. Which are two wonderful gems, the color of pale 

jade, looking but not seeing me, looking beyond me, something high, in the blue sky, something I cannot 



see. The head tilt a little, from right to left, but the two jades remain fixed in the sky. The doll’s eyes 

reflex is positive, the stem brain can still be ok. There is hope.  With my peripheral vision I see Kathy 

rushing nearby. “Kathy, this is red,  Red, RED! Shall go FAST!”.  She nods ok. Another ambulance is ready 

to go, full of patients. They will go the Mosul general. Kathy takes Doll’s Eyes in their arms and rush, but 

there is no place. They only way is to give her in the arms of another wounded patient, sitting there. He 

accept. I recommend the position.  Understood. Close doors. Go! 

Few minutes later and the Trauma Stabilization Post has cleared all patients. All teams have worked 

perfectly. Great Job! I feel adrenaline still pumping around in my arteries. So now I close my eyes. And 

the image of Doll’s Jade Eyes appears again in my brain: the moment she opened her eyelids. I know her 

image will remain there forever: little, beautiful, pure, innocent creature. 

No, there are no, NO bullets for babies. 
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